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Scientists Seek Lincoln

DNA

To Clone for a Medical Study
By WARREN
Special lo

WASHINGTON,
ment museum
to clone tissue

E.

LEARY

The New York Times

—

Feb. 9
A Governconsidering an effort

is

samples from Abraham

Lincoln in an attempt to answer persistent questions about his health and

how

it
might have affected his performance as President.
The work could set a precedent for
examining the genetic material of
other historical figures whose tissue
has been preserved.

A number

of

museums,

special

Jose R. Lopez/The

li-

and research institu- Strands of Lincoln's
tions hold tissue samples from scores T
braries, hospitals

New York Times

hair.

of historical figures, including several

Presidents of the United States, military leaders and politicians. Examples
include locks of hair and tissues removed in surgery or autopsy.
After a

symposium today on

Lin-

examining of samples of hair,
bone and blood from Lincoln to see if
any genetic material remains 125
years after the President's assassinaity of

tion.

Testing would require destruction of
Museum of
Health and Medicine announced the ap- tiny amounts of the samples to recover
pointment of an expert committee to
Continued on Page 16 Column 1
study the technical and ethical feasibilcoln's health, the National
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DNA
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substance DNA, which
produce quanticould then be cloned to

the
'

genetic

research. There are
well the samples
early years
their
in
preserved
were
destroyed.
and whether the DNA was
Lincoln's
The museum's collection of
obtained at his autopsy, includes
tissue

cuffs of a
blood stains from the shirt
about 180
doctor, 2 locks of hair totaling
long, and 7
strand's less than two inches
total oi
bone fragments weighing a
than 10 grams from the head

prospect

DNA

E
Museum

of

examining

Lin-

is

in

Fort Wayne,

Ind.

"For

20 years scholars have dewould
bated the Marfan's issue and I
put to
be relieved to have this question
about his
rest Lincoln spoke very little
he was a remarkable physi-

more than

doomed by a

how

Lincoln

exciting," said Dr. Mark
Neely Jr., director of the Lincoln

coln's

President

ties sufficient for

questions about

'The

Was the slain

1

1991

10,

disease?

health but

strength. Marcal specimen of frontier
quietly killing
fan's may have been
him, but it didn't affect him."

drome would normally have been dead
under 19th century medical care,

toDr. Victor A. McKusick, professor of
day's experts say.
medical genetics at Johns Hopkins Unioften
syndrome
Marfan
with
People
versity and an expert on Marfan syngrow tall and gangly with unusually drome who agreed to be chairman of
more
long limbs and fingers. The National the eight-member panel, said DNA
wound where the President was shot.
Marfan Foundation estimates that from a dead person is potentially very
ail40,000 Americans are afflicted. The
Patients Grow Tall and Gangly
revealing. DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid,
ment can cause abnormalities and is the basic building block of heredity.
Genetic material could disclose
joints, eyes, the:
an weakness in bones and
The estimated 100,000 genes in the nuwhether Lincoln was afflicted with
blood vessels. Those afflicted cleus of each human cell are made of
syn- heart and
Marfan
called
disease
inherited
risk of sudden death from exer- DNA and the genes define the essense
from are at
aorta, the
drome, as some experts suspect
tion, which can cause the
of the person.
have
could
indirect evidence, which
main artery from the heart, to burst.
John
if
Others die from other complications.
taken his life at any time even
DNA Holds Much Information
Wilkes Booth had failed to assassinate
that genetic
suggest
at a person's genetic setup
"Looking
scientists
Some
Theater on
the President at Ford's
evidence also might one day show could tell you if they were at increased
April 14, 1865.
;
whether Lincoln suffered from chronic risk of cancer or some other disease
When Lincoln was killed a few depression, as several biographers sus- even when you couldn't establish that
56
months into his second term, he was
that af- these things actually happened to
pect, or from other conditions
years old, an age at which three-quarmaking.
them," Dr. McKusick said. "For cerdecision
his
fected
synMarfan
ters of the people with
tain genetically dominant disorders,
certain
like Marfan's, it would be more
I

i

that this person was afflicted. In either
case, this information might be useful
historical inif considered with other

Cloning Lincoln's Genes
remaining
want to try to recover any genetic material
hair, and use
and
blood
bones,
Lincoln's
in samples of Abraham
adequate quantities for
a new cloning technique to produce

Scientists

formation."

research.

- DNA to

DNA

be copied.

The strands

clone a new Lincoln, which is perhaps
unfortunate," Dr. McKusick said.
The proposal to look for Lincoln's
DNA came from Dr. Darwin J. Prock-

of the double helix

are separated by heat.

Short pieces of DNA
called primers are

attached to one end of
each strand, defining the

segment

CThe

to

be copied.

primers also send

chemical "instructions" to

an enzyme called DNA
polymerase, telling it to
make copies of the strands

DNA

alongside each original.
strand

The process can be repeated many
the
times, doubling and redoubling
initial

<

Dr. McKusick and others empharesized that one thing that would not
studying Lincoln's DNA
sult from
would be a science-fiction-like attempt
is no
to reproduce the man. "There
and
way one could take Lincoln's

sample

of

DNA.

<
mc sew York Times

op chairman of biochemistry and
molecular biology at Jefferson Medical

College in Philadelphia and a specialist
in connective tissue research.
sevDr. Prockop said researchers at
the aperal institutions have identified
proximate location of the gene that
Marfan syndrome. Work is so

causes
advanced, he said, that the gene should
debe isolated and its disease-causing
fect identified within two years.
of
"If we can put together a library
to
Lincoln's DNA, it could be available

check against for genetic defects as
said.
they are identified," Dr. Prockop
Tests on Microscopic Sample
A laboratorv could determine,
whether there was usable DNA in Lin-

by testing a sample of
bone weighing only one one-hundredhe
thousandth of a millionth of a gram
he said, a
said. If DNA was present,
chain
process called the polymerase
the
reaction could be employed to copy
DNA thousands of times until there
was enough to work with,

coln's tissue

Dr.

Marc

S.

Micozzi, director oi the
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may give glimpse
U.S.

presidents, military leaders and

whether any genetic material
remains 126 years after the presi-

locks of hair totaling about 180
strands less than rwo inches long,

coln's

politicians.

dent's assassination.

Lincoln

Examples include locks of
hair and tissues
removed in sur-

Testing would require destruction of tiny amounts of the samples
to recover DNA, which could then
be cloned to produce quantities suf-

and seven bone fragments weighing
a total of more than 10 grams from
the head wound where the presi-

gery or autopsy.

ficient for research.

dent was shot.
Genetic material could disclose
whether Lincoln was afflicted with

There are questions about how
well the samples were preserved in

an inherited disease called Marfan
syndrome, as some experts suspect

historical figures, including

several

presi-

The work could set a precedent
for examining the generic material
of other historical figures whose
tissue has been preserved.
A number of museums, special
libraries, hospitals and research

Lincoln
After a

symposium Saturday on

Lincoln's health, the National

and whether the

their early years

DNA was destroyed.

Mark

DNA

information."
sized that

and

I

The ailment can cause abnormaand weakness in bones and
joints, eyes, the heart and blood
lities

vessels.

Those afflicted are at risk of
sudden death from exertion, which
can cause the aorta, the main artery
from the heart, to burst. Others die
from other complications.

Some

scientists suggest that

genetic evidence also might one day
show whether Lincoln suffered

Lincoln's DNA and clone a new
which is perhaps unforLincoln

—

McKusick

Prockop, chairman of biochemisand molecular biology at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia
and a specialist in connective tissue

J.

try

research.

conditions that affected his decision

eral institutions

making.
Dr. Victor A. McKusick, profes-

said.

The proposal to look for LinDarwin
coln's DNA came from Dr.

from chronic depression, as several
biographers suspect, or from other

Prockop

said researchers at sevhave identified the

approximate location of the gene
that causes Marfan syndrome.
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"If we can put together a

at Johns
DNA, it could be availHopkins University and an expert of Lincoln's
genetic
agreed able to check against for
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are identified,
they
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defects
to be chairman of the eight-memProckop said.
ber panel, said DNA from a dead
A laboratory could determine

sor of medical genetics
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DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
the basic building block of heredgenes in
ity. The estimated 100.000
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tie essense of the person.
genetic
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other disease, even

when you

couldn't establish that these things
actually happened to them," McKusick said.
"For certain genetically domi-

nant disorders, like Marfan's, it
would be more certain that this
person was afflicted. In either case,
this information might be useful if

whether there was usable DNA in
Lincoln's tissue by testing a sample
of bone weighing only one one-hundred-thousandth of a millionth of a
gram, he said.
said, a
If DNA were present, he
process called the polymerase chain
reaction could be employed to copy
until
the DNA thousands of times
there was enough of the substance
to work with.
Dr. Marc S. Micozzi, director of
the Washington museum, said the
institution's officials decided that

they needed the advice of the
expert panel on scientific, ethical,
legal and other questions before

making a

Wayne.

relieved to

have this question put to rest. Lincoln spoke very little about his
health, but he was a remarkable
physical specimen of frontier

one thing that would not
from studying Lincoln's DNA
would be a science-fiction-like
attempt to reproduce the man.
"There is no way one could take
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Museum

"For more than 20 years, scholars have debated the Marfan 's
issue,

strength.

death

E. Neely Jr., director of the

F

Lincoln

life,

from indirect evidence, which
could have taken his life at any
time, even if John Wilkes Booth
had not assassinated him at Ford's
Theater on April 14, 1865.
"The prospect of examining Lin-

The museum's collection of Lincoln's tissue, obtained at his
autopsy, includes blood stains from
the shirt cuffs of a doctor, two

samples
from scores of
tissue

Lincoln in an attempt to answer
persistent questions about his
health and how it might have

performance as

of Lincoln's

Museum of Health and Medicine
announced the appointment of an
expert committee to study the technical and ethical feasibility of examining of samples of hair, bone
and blood from Lincoln to see

institutions hold

— A government

museum is considering an effort to
clone tissue samples from Abraham

affected his
dent.
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Fort Wayne. Indiana

since 1863

Tissue cloning
By

INDIANA

medical care, today's experts say.
People with Marfan syndrom
often grow tall and gangly, wit!
unusually long limbs and fingers.
The National Marfan Foundatioi
estimates that 40.000 Americans ar
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Experts

may test

Lincoln's
By The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
want

— Scientists

bone fragments, strands
and blood stains from Abraham Lincoln to determine if the 16th
president had an inherited condition
called Marfan's Syndrome.
to test

of hair

Dr. Marc S. Micozzi, director of
the National Museum of Health and
Medicine, said Saturday that new
techniques may make it possible to
use 126-year-old specimens in his
museum to reconstruct Lincoln's
complete genetic pattern.

Such

he said, could tell
Abe's aches, pains and
health problems..
studies,

much about
"There

a lot of potential social
value to learning the answers to
these questions," Micozzi said.
is

While settling the historians' debate about whether Lincoln had Marfan's, he said, the studies could also
"provide an inspiring perspective"
on what people can accomplish de-

bones

spite serious

medical problems.

is an inherited condican have painful and crippling effects. Its most common symptoms include exceptional height and

Marfan's

tion that

thinness, along with elongated fingers, arms, toes and legs and the
effects of the condition can range

from mild

to

very serious heart prob-

lems.
Patients severely affected die at
the average age of 32.
Lincoln, assassinated at age 56,
had many of the characteristics of
Marfan's, but medical data on him
isn't detailed enough to determine if

he really inherited the disorder.

"He was
row in the

"From some
like his legs

and gaunt and narchest," Micozzi said.
descriptions, it looks

tall

and arms may have been

within the range that you see with
Marfan. But having gone over all the
evidence, I do not have an opinion to

any reasonable degree of medical
certainty."

Sunday, February

10,

The Seattle Times

1991

incoln's tissue

IM.

DNA research could

/

Seattle Post-lnteMiaancer

may be

discover clues to his health problems and performance

Warren E. Leary
I'New York Times
Ifty

WASHINGTON - A

government museum is
samples from
Abraham Lincoln in an attempt to answer persistent
llfjuestions about his health and how it might have
^Effected his performance as president.
The work could set a precedent for examining
Ronsidering an

effort to clone tissue

:the genetic material of other historical figures
IfNjimose tissue has been perserved.
number of museums, special libraries, hospi-

A

and research institutions hold tissue samples
from Scores of historical figures, including several
Bp.S. presidents, military leaders and politicians.
Examples include locks of hair and tissues
[I

tals

jmoved

in surgery or autopsy.
After a symposium yesterday on Lincoln's health,
National Museum of Health and Medicine
inounced the appointment of an expert committee
study the technical and ethical feasibility of
camining samples of hair, bone and blood from
icoln to see if any genetic material remains.
Testing would require destruction of tiny
lounts of the samples to recover the genetic
ibstance DNA, which could then be cloned to
jroduce quantities sufficient for research.
There are questions about how the samples were
^preserved and whether the DNA was destroyed.
The museum's collection of Lincoln's tissue,
It obtained at his autopsy, includes blood stains from
/the shirt cuffs of a doctor, two locks of hair totaling
•!about 180 strands less than two inches long and
seven bone fragments weighing a total of more than
\0 grams from the head wound where the president
as shot.
Genetic material could disclose whether Lincoln
as afflicted with an inherited disease called Marfan
drome, as some experts suspect from indirect
vidence, which could have taken his life at any
'me, even if John Wilkes Booth had not assassinat'

cloned

Abraham

Lincoln

Afflicted with inherited

disease?

The ailment can cause abnormalities and weakness in bones and joints, eyes, the heart and blood
vessels. Those afflicted are at risk of sudden death
from exertion, which can cause the aorta, the main
artery from the heart, to burst. Others die from
other complications.
Some scientists suggest that genetic evidence
also might one day show whether Lincoln suffered
from chronic depression, as several biographers
suspect, or from other conditions that affected his
decision making.
"The prospect of examining Lincoln's DNA is
exciting," said Dr. Mark Neely, director of the
Lincoln Museum in Fort Wayne, Ind.
"For more than 20 years, scholars have debated
the Marfan's issue, and I would be relieved to have
this question put to rest. Lincoln spoke very little
about his health but he was a remarkable physical
specimen of frontier strength. Marfan's may have
been quietly killing him, but it didn't affect him.''
Dr. Victor McKusick, professor of medical
generics at Johns Hopkins University and an expert
on Marfan syndrome who agreed to be chairman of
the eight-member panel, said DNA from a dead
person is potentially very revealing.
DNA. deoxyribonucleic acid, is the basic building
block of heredity. The estimated 100.000 genes in
the nucleus of each human cell are made of DNA.
and the genes define the essense of the person.
McKusick and others emphasized that one thing
that would not result from studying Lincoln's DNA
would be a science-fiction-like attempt to reproduce
the man.

ed him

Theater on April 14, 1865.
When Lincoln was killed, a few months into his
second term, he was 56 years old, an age at which
three-quarters of the people with Marfan syndrome
would normally have been dead under 19th century
medical care, today's experts say.
People with Marfan syndrome often grow tall
and gangly, with unusually long limbs and fingers.
at Ford's

"There is no way one could take Lincoln's DNA
and clone a new Lincoln - which is perhaps
unfortunate," McKusick said.

ther
in

A Philadelphia doctor
who was convicted of

tries to clear his

conspiracy

the assassination of Lincoln.

A

1

grandfa-

26 years ago

11.
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Genetic cloning could be tool to explore Lincoln's health
Work would
in historical
By Warren
<f

E.

lead

way

research

Leary

1991 The New York Times

WASHINGTON — A government

museum

Is

considering an effort to clone tissue samples from
Abraham Lincoln in an attempt to answer persistent questions about his health and how it might

have affected his performance as president.
The work could set a precedent for examining the genetic material of other historical figures
whose tissue has been preserved.

A number
pitals

of

museums,

and research

special libraries, hos-

institutions hold tissue

sam-

ples from scores of historical figures, including
several US. presidents, military leaders and politicians.

Examples include locks of hair and
removed in surgery or in an autopsy.

Study technical

tissues

feasibility

After a symposium yesterday on Lincoln's
health, the National Museum of Health and Medi-

cine announced the appointment of a committee
to study the technical and ethical feasibility of
examining of samples of hair, bone and blood
from Lincoln to see if any genetic material remains 126 years after the president's assassination

Testing would

require destruction of tiny

samples to recover the genetic
substance DNA. which could then be cloned to
produce quantities sufficient for research.
There are questions about how well the samples were preserved in their early years and
whether the DNA was destroyed.
The museum's collection of Lincoln's tissue,
obtained at his autopsy, includes blood stains from

amounts

of the

the shirt cuffs of a doctor, 2 locks of hair totaling about 180 strands less than two inches long,
7 bone fragment weighing a total of more
than 10 grams from the head wound where the

and

president was shot.

Marfan syndrome suspected
Genetic material could disclose whether Lincoln was afflicted with an inherited disease called

Marfan syndrome,

as

some experts suspect from

you

if

they were at increased risk of cancer or

indirect evidence, which could have taken his life
any time, even if John Wilkes Booth had not

some other disease, even when you couldn't estab-

at

lish that these things actually

assassinated him at Ford's Theater on April 14.

McKusick

1865.

"For certain genetically dominant disorder*,
like Marfan's. it would be more certain that this
person was afflicted. In either case, this information might be useful if considered with other

When Lincoln was killed, a few months into
his second term, he was 56 years old, an age at
which three-quarters of the people with Marfan
syndrome would normally have been dead under
19th century medical care, today's experts say.

People with Marfan syndrome often grow
and gangly, with unusually long limbs and

tall

fin-

gers.

The National Marfan Foundation estimates
that 40,000 Americans are afflicted. The ailment
can cause abnormalities and weakness in bones
and joints, eyes, the heart and blood vessels. Those
afflicted are at risk of sudden death from exertion, which can cause the aorta, the main artery
from the heart, to burst. Others die from other

The proposal to look for Lincoln's DNA came
from Dr. Darwin J. Prockop, chairman of biochemistry and molecular biology at Jefferson
Medical College in Philadelphia and a specialist in
connective tissue research.

Identified gene's location

"The prospect of examining Lincoln's DNA is
exciting," said Dr. Mark E. Neely Jr., director of
the Lincoln Museum in Fort Wayne, Ind.
"For more than 20 years, scholars have debated the Marfan's issue, and I would be relieved
to have this question put to rest. Lincoln spoke
very little about his health but he was a remarkable physical specimen of frontier strength. Marfan's may have been quietly killing him, but it
didn't affect him."
Dr. Victor A. McKusick. professor of medical
genetics at Johns Hopkins University and an expert on Marfan syndrome who agreed to be chairof the eight-member panel, said DNA from a
dead person is potentially very revealing.

man

Define our essence
DNA. deoxyribonucleic acid, is the basic
building block of heredity The estimated 100,000

made

of

the nucleus of each

DNA. and

human

cell

are

the genes define the essence of

the person.

"Looking

at a

Prockop said researchers at several instituhave identified the approximate location of

the gene that causes Marfan syndrome.

decision making.

in

them."

historical information."

tions

Some scientists suggest that genetic evidence
also might one day show whether Lincoln suffered
from chronic depression, as several biographers
suspect, or from other conditions that affected his

genes

to

McKusick and others emphasized that one
thing that would not result from studying Lincoln's
DNA would be a science-fiction-like attempt to
reproduce the man.

complications.

Decision making questions

happened

said.

person's genetic setup could

tell

Work is so advanced, he said, that Uie gene
should be isolated and its disease-causing defect
identified within two years.

A

laboratory could determine whether there

was usable DNA in Lincoln's tissue by testing a
sample of bone weighing only one one-hundredthousandth of a millionth of a gram, he said.
If DNA was present, he said, a process called
the polymerase chain reaction could be employed
to copy the DNA thousands of times until there

was enough

to

work

with.

Need expert advice
Dr. Marc S. Micozzi, director of the Washington museum, said the institution's officials decided that they needed the advice of the expert
panel on scientific, ethical, legal and other questions before making a decision.

The institution, which is on the grounds of the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, was formerlynamed the Medical Museum of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology. In its collections are 17,000
specimens, including tissue samples from several
presidents and military leaders.
The American Medical Association agreed to
sponsor the work of the advisory group, which is to
complete its report by the end of the year.
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Washington g-/))to/

government museum

•

is

considering a proposal to clone
tissue from Abraham Lincoln in

an attempt to answer persistent
questions about his health and
how it might have affected his
performance as president.

The work could set a precedent for examining the genetic
material of other historical figures whose tissue has been preserved.

of

museums,

li-

braries, hospitals and research
institutions hold tissue samples
from scores of historical figures,

several U.S. presidents, military leaders and politi-

including
cians.

Examples include locks of
and tissues removed in sur-

hair

gery or autopsy.
After a symposium Saturday
on Lincoln's health, the National
Museum of Health and Medicine
announced the appointment of
an expert committee to study
the technical and ethical f easibil-

*U*.

examining samples of hair,
bone and blood from Lincoln to
see whether any genetic materiity of

remains 126 years after the
president's assassination.
al

Testing would require destruction of tiny amounts of the
samples to recover the genetic

substance DNA, which could
then be cloned to produce quantities sufficient

for research.

There are questions about
how well the samples were preserved in their early years and
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
He may have had rare disease

v

A PROPOSAL TO CLONE
From Page 1
whether the DNA was destroyed.
The museum's collection of
Lincoln's tissue, obtained at his autopsy, includes bloodstains from
the shirt cuffs of a doctor, two
locks of hair and seven bone fragments weighing a total of more
than 10 grams from the head

wound where

the president was

shot.

Marfan Syndrome
Genetic material could disclose

whether Lincoln was afflicted
with an inherited disease called
Marfan syndrome, as some experts
suspect from indirect evidence,
which could have taken his life at
any time, even if John Wilkes
Booth had not assassinated him at
Ford's Theater on April 14, 1865.

When Lincoln was killed, a few
months into
was 56 years

ji

questions about his health

may answer

By Warren i?. I-eary

A

I l

Proposal to CSorie Li

second term, he
old, an age at which
three-quarters of the people with
Marfan syndrome would normally
have been dead under 19th century medical care.
his

LINCOLN'S HAIR

People with Marfan syndrome
often grow tall and gangly, with
unusually long limbs and fingers.

The National Marfan Foundation estimates that 40,000 Americans are afflicted with the disease.

Sudden Peoth
The ailment can cause abnorand weakness in bones
and joints, eyes, the heart and
malities

blood vessels. Those afflicted are
at risk of sudden death from exertion, which can cause the aorta,
the main artery from the heart, to
burst. Others die from other complications.

Some scientists suggest that genetic evidence also might show
whether Lincoln suffered from
chronic depression, as several biographers suspect, or from other
conditions that affected his decision making.

"The prospect of examining
Lincoln's
is exciting," said
Mark Neely, director of the Lincoln Museum in Fort Wayne, Ind.
"For more than 20 years, scholars
have debated the Marfan's issue,

DNA

and

I

would be relieved

to

have

put to rest.
"Lincoln spoke very little about
his health, but he was a remarkthis question

able physical specimen of frontier
strength. Marfan's may have been
quietly killing him, but it didn't
affect him."
Victor McKusick, professor of

medical genetics at Johns Hopkins
University and an expert on Marfan syndrome who agreed to be
chairman of the eight-member
panel, said DNA from a dead per-

son

is

potentially revealing.

DNA is the basic building block
of heredity. The estimated 100,000
genes in the nucleus of each human cell are made of DNA, and the
genes define the essence of the
person.

A laboratory could determine
whether there was usable DNA in
Lincoln's tissue by testing a tiny
sample of bone. If DNA is present,
a process called the polymerase
chain reaction could be employed
to copy the DNA thousands of
times until there is enough to
study.

a/dpi
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Lincoln's genes may
help reshape history
The course of the (pistol) ball
was obliquely forward toward the
right eye,

crossing the brain

.

.

and lodging behind that eye. In
the track of the wound were found
fragments of bone

.

.

—From the Lincoln
autopsy results

By Peter Gorner
The caretaker of Abraham
Lincoln's genes thinks that biologists who want to clone them from
autopsv samples and look for
clues to' the 16th president's genet-

makeup could perform an immense service to history.
"But first, society must decide if
science should do this at all," said
Dr. Marc S. Micozzi, director of

ic

the National

Museum

of Health

and Medicine in Washington. The
museum has bone fragments from
Lincoln's head wound and hair
and blood samples.
"If scientists can perform genetic
testing on President Lincoln and
other historic figures, such testing

could be possible on anyone,
Micozzi said. "What will be done
with that information? How might
families and
it affect our jobs, our
our choices about health decisions? People should start asking
these questions."

Can gene scientists really determine if Lincoln suffered from
Marfan syndrome, a debilitating
genetic disorder of connective tissue that afflicts 40,000 modern
Americans and might well have
killed him if actor John Wilkes
Booth hadn't?
Would Lincoln's genes show that
his lifelong bouts with "melancholia" reallv were a form of inherited depression and how that
might have affected his presidency? Physicians and historians have
been arguing these issues for 30
years.

Now

biologists in Philadelphia
want to reshape history by extracting genetic material, DNA, from

minute samples of blood, bone

and hair recovered from the president after he was shot at Ford's
Theater on April 14, 1865. (He
died the next morning.)
Although genes responsible for
Marfan syndrome and depression

have not vet been discovered,
"they're going to be very soon,"

predicted Dr. Darwin J. Prokop,
who made the request for the autopsy samples.

Photo

for the Tribune

by

Pam

Price

Dr. Marc S. Micozzi of the NationMedial Museum of Health and
cine in Washington holds bone

fraqments of Abraham Lincoln.,

"With the genes
then could

test

in hand,

Lincoln's

.:

we

DNA

and see if he carried them,"
Prokop said.
Prokop, chairman and director
of the Jefferson Institute of Molecular Medicine, part of the Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, is a leading genetic
researcher into Marfan syndrome
and other disorders involving the
togethcells and proteins that hold
orand
bones
skin,
person's
er a
gans.

Prokop stressed that his proposa fantaal had nothing to do with
the
sy to try to clone Lincoln

man.

_

^,

can extract genes trom
anybody's cells and clone— or
make copies of—them for analy-

"We

sis,"

he

said.

"But we have abso-

no idea how to put them
together and make a person. In

lutely

Lincoln's case, that probably lis,
too bad."
.'.^A

The Washington museums,

lection

col-

includes seven bone fragSee Lincoln, pg: 16
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the stuff of life has proven amazingly tough. Scientists have analyzed the genes of a frozen wooly
16

Section

Chicago Tnbi

1

mammoth

that

last

strode the

Siberian steppes 40,000 years ago

Nation/world

it was related to modern
elephants. They have identified as
human a brain that had lain in a
Florida bog for 7,000 years. They
even have grown small amounts of

and found

Lincoln

DNA

Continued from page 12

ments totaling lu grams from
Lincoln's head wound, two locks
of hair (about 180 strands) that
were clipped from the wound site,
and bloodstained shirt cuffs saved
for posterity by the wife of Dr.
Edward Curtis, a museum pathologist who performed the autopsy.
But that is just the beginning of
the story.
Stored in the vaults of the
unique, little-known medical museum on the grounds of the Walter
Reed Medical Center are 17,000
tissue samples, along with 2.3 million documents, photographs
(many of them used by filmmaker VJ
Ken Burns in his recent documentary on the Civil War) and artifacts collected since the
museum's founding in 1862.
The tissues, and the genes they
bear, come from surgical opera-

and autopsies of presidents
and their assassins, soldiers and
civilians, politicians and ordinary
tions

people: Presidents represented include Ulysses S. Grant, James K.
Polk and Grover Cleveland.

Worldwide, museums and

re-

search institutions preserve similar
remnants of past human greatness
that could become fair game if
Lincoln's genes do.
Micozzi, a former Miami medical examiner and senior researcher
at the National Cancer Institute,
finds himself in a delicate position.
"On the one hand, we're charged
with preserving these materials for
posterity," Micozzi noted. "On the
other, we're charged with making
them available for research and
educational purposes, and we have
a request that would destroy a tiny
bit of tissue in the testing process."

The museum recently announced formation of an expert
panel to study the ethical issues
raised by Prokop's proposal, including privacy, the rights of descendants, and even whether the
historical figure would have approved.
Although technical feasibility
will be studied also, that point actually
If,

DNA

is

moot.

126 years, any testable
remains in Lincoln's tissues

after

(particularly the bone fragments),
gene researchers can retrieve it,
and they wouldn't need much. Ot
the 10 grams of bone chips, for

instance, Prokop would require
only 5 micrograms to obtain sufficient
for analysis (a microgram is a thousandth of a gram).

DNA

„, „

_i

from an Egyptian mummy
estimated to be 2,400 years old.
Lincoln possibly showed many of
the symptoms of Marian's: Affected people grow very tall and thin
(Lincoln was 6 feet 4); with long.

narrow faces, fingers, arms, legs
and feet. Loss of fat under the skin
makes them appear gaunt. Eyes
may be dislocated, the chest and
spine often deformed; tendons,
ligaments and joints are weakened.
In 90 percent of cases, the heart
or its aorta is abnormal and may
suddenly rupture, causing instant
death. This happened to U.S.
Olympic volleyball star Flo
Hyman, who died in 1986 at age
31 during a game in Japan.
Lincoln died at 56, well past the
time that aortic ruptures normally
occur in Marian's patients, but the
disease expresses itself in varying
degrees. If a parent carries the deleterious gene, each offspring has a
50-50 chance of inheriting it and
passing it on.
Last fall Prokop reported discovery of the gene for type III procollagen, which when defective, causes
aortic aneurysms, a balloon-like
swelling in the aorta that imperils

about 2 million Americans and
kills

15,000 a year when their aorta

bursts. Those at risk may now be
identified, and the team also developed a simple saliva test to detect
carriers

of the deadly gene.
a smidgen of Lincoln's

If given

tissue, Procop would make a library of the president's genes
technique called molecular cloning.
In this technique, chemicals first
extract the microscopic mass of
from the nuclei of Lincoln's
cells. Enzymes then cut the strands

—

DNA

into specific, manageable lengths.
Next, a tiny virus called a bac-

teriophage (literally, 'eater of bacteria," commonly known as a
phage) is genetically engineered so
that each virus particle contains a
fragment.
Lincoln

DNA

The

or "recombinant."
seeded on a lawn (a single
layer) of E. Coli bacteria in a petn

virus

altered,

is

.As the virus attacks the E.
Coli, each phage injects its own hybrid genes into a single bacterial
cell, commandering the host genes
and transforming the cell into a

dish.

virus factory churning out hundreds of copies of Lincoln's genes.
The result is a petri dish dotted
by tiny holes (viral plaques) that
collectively contain all the genes o(

—

Lincoln
a genomic library. Other
techniques allow scientists to fish
out a gene of interest and clone it
in vast supply, moleculariy
speaking, to be shipped around the

world

for studv.
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Genetically seeking Abe Lincoln
Did Abraham
Lincoln look
the way he did
because he had

genetic abnormality? Do

a

scientists

have

a right to study

bone and blood

samples preserved from his body to try to find out? Or
should the dead - not only Lincoln but
others — be allowed to keep the biological
secrets that otherwise died with them?
At issue is whether the great Civil War
President indeed had Marian's syndrome,
an inherited disorder that not only affects
appearance but usually includes heart, eye
and connective-tissue defects as well
Individuals with Marian's syndrome
have a gaunt, lean look that "suggests the
subject of an El Greco painting." as Dr.
Victor McKusick, the John Hopkins geneticist who is a world-known authority on the
disorder, has said.
Certainly, the description fits photographs and paintings of Lincoln He himself talked about his "poor, lean, lank
lace.'' Picture: of him seated show that his
le^i were so long they sloped downward
from hi? knees to his hips A pair of his
whitt gloves or. display with Lincoln memorabilia shows how unusually long and

cient Egyptian

thin his fingers were.
Some historical reports say Lincoln had
the eye abnormalities that are characteris-

of Marian's syndrome, but there are no
records of the typical cardiovascular problems. Marian's syndrome often includes
defects in the heart and blood vessels, particularly the aorta, which can rupture
without warning, causing sudden death.
If usable DNA can be recovered from the
bone fragments from Lincoln's skull or
blood stains on his doctor's shirt cuffs,
which have been preserved in the National Museum of Health and Medicine, it
could be cloned to produce enough genetic
material for study. It would then be scientifically possible to reconstruct a "library"
of the president's genes Scientists are
close to identifying the gene responsible
for Marian's syndrome.
So, perhaps, within two or three years,
much more could be known about Lincoln's health than he himself understood

The kind of

mummies.

DNA

tests proposed for the
material would destroy a very
minute quantity of it - a fact that troubles
some scientists But there is no better reason for preserving tissue from well-known
people than to leam from it - a more appropriate use than displaying it in a museum case, as the Museum of Health and
Medicine now does strands of Lincoln's
hair and fragments of his bone.
At issue is not just the Lincoln tissue.
Biological samples from innumerable famous people — including several Presidents
— are preserved in museums, hospitals
and research institutions Presumably,

Lincoln

tic

much

of this material could yield invaluable medical and historical information as
gene technology improves.
McKusick will head a panel named to

Should be be kfi in peace?

during his lifetime.

historians as well as scientists.

Some scientists are also interested in
checking out the possibility that Lincoln
may have suffered from genetically based
depression. However, genetic links to
chronic depression are more controversial
than genetic links to Marian's syndrome.
Depression also involves more complex interactions between genes and experience
and circumstance - a subject of interest to

But what is scientifically possible may
be ethically controversial.
There is some ethical uneasiness about
probing around in the tissues of identifiable people, particularly those as prominent and revered as Abraham Lincoln.

Somehow

it seems more of a violation of
privacy due the dead than does studying
anonymous Sr.^'an ''ones or far more an-

consider the scientific, legal and ethical
implications of the Lincoln proposal before the effort is undertaken.
But the scientific challenge seems irresistible. The historic curiosity is enormous. And it is important to learn everything possible about what produces men
and women of great talent and those whose
lives have shaped the world for better or
for worse. The panel should decide to encourage the Lincoln research - for the
knowledge it can yield and for the model it
can become for other, similar studies.

.
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Editorial
Lincoln samples can
. .

illuminate history
Did Abraham Lincoln look
the way he did because he had a
generic abnormality?
Do scientists have a right to
study bone and blood samples
preserved from his body to try
to find out? Or should the dead
not only Lincoln but others
be allowed to keep the biological secrets that otherwise
died with them?
At issue is whether the great
Civil War president indeed had
Marfan 's syndrome, an inherited
disorder that not only affects
appearance but usually includes
heart, eye and connective-tissue
defects as well.

look. Certainly, the description

photographs and paintings
He himself talked
about his "poor, lean, lank face."
fits

of Lincoln.

Some

historical reports say

Lincoln had the eye abnormalities that are characteristic of
Marfan's syndrome, but there
are no records of the typical cardiovascular problems.
If

usable

DNA

can be recov-

ered from the bone fragments
from Lincoln's skuil or blood

on his doctor's shirt cuffs,
which have been preserved in
stains

the National Museum of Health
and Medicine, it could be cloned
to produce enough genetic
material for study. It wouid then
be scientifically possible to
reconstruct a "library" of the
president's genes. Scientists are

close to identifying the gene

responsible for Marfan's
syndrome.

Some

scientists are also
interested in checking out the
possibility that Lincoln may

have suffered from genetically
based depression.

But what is scientifically possible may be ethically
controversial.

There

is

some

ethical uneasi-

ness about probing around in
the tissues of identifiable people,
particularly those as

prominent

but greatness

is

in

.

body

the mind, not
Suppose it can be shown that
Lincoln had Marfan's syndrome.
So what? Establishing that he
had

would shed no light on
it would not jusinferences about the causes
it

history because

JOAN
BECK

—
—

Individuals with Marfan's
syndrome have a gaunt, lean

.

.

tify

of historic actions.

Perhaps someday science

and revered as Abraham Lincoln. Somehow it seems more of
a violation of privacy due the
dead than does studying anonymous Indian bones or far more
ancient Egyptian mummies.
tests proThe kind of
posed for the Lincoln material
would destroy a very minute
quantity of it
a fact that
troubles some scientists. But
there is no better reason for
preserving tissue from wellknown people than to learn
a more appropriate
from it
use than displaying it in a
museum case, as the National
Museum of Health and Medicine now does strands of Lincoln's hair and the fragments of
his bone.
At issue is not just the Lincoln tissue. Biological samples
from innumerable famous people
including several presidents
are preserved in muse-

DNA

—

ums, hospitals and research
Presumably, much
of this material could yield
invaluable medicai and historical information as gene technology improves.
The scientific challenge
seems irresistible. The historic
curiosity is enormous. And it is
important to learn everything
possible about what produces
institutions.

men and women pf
and those whose
shaped the worid

great talent
lives have

for better or

for worse. So the Lincoln
research should proceed
for
the knowledge it can yield and
for the modei it can become for

—

other, similar studies.

Joan Beck
columnist.

is

a Chicago Tribune

WILL

be able identify a genetic cause
of chronic depression and will

establish that Lincoln was
afflicted.

We know

Lincoln

often was melancholy and
depressed. It would have been
odd if he had not been, living in
a city infested with spies, inun-

dated by reports of military
debacles and national fratricide.
The essence of a person is
what he or she thinks, because
history

is

the history of minds,

which are undetermined.

—

—
—

GEORGE

will

Certainly physical facts about
individuals can cause large his-

There is evidence
that a medical fact may have
been the cause of a century-

toric effects.

shaping

effect.

Recently discovered papers

show that President Woodrow
Wilson suffered cerebrovascular
disease long before his 1919 col-

What is worrithat some historians will
try to find in science still more
reasons for writing "history with
inform history.

some

is

the politics

left out."

Many academic

historians

nowadays explain the causes of
great effects by radically discounting the role of mind, of
ideas, of individual greatness.

The human story is told too
much in terms of social "strucand classes whose consciousness are imposed by

'tures,"

impersonal economic forces.
Such historians find more
fascinating the price fluctuations
in the pepper trade than the
clash of ideas. Rhetoric
words
used by a significant few t
move the anonymous many
and the rest of politics are
moved to the margin of human-

—

—

which occurred while
campaigning for ratification of
the Treaty of Versailles and
membership in the League of

ity's story.

Nations.
Wilson, some experts believe,

the bottom up" rather than "the

lapse,

was afflicted by hypertension
and intermittent small strokes
and vascular incidents that
interfered with brain functionbeginning perhaps as eariy

ing,

1896. His intransigence and
occasional incoherence during
the treaty debate (in conversation with the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee in August.
1919, he made at least 30 errors
of memory) may have been
symptoms of this physiological
problem, not. as many historians
have concluded, signs of defects
of character or deficits of politi-

Today

Obviouslv such science can

considered "dem-

"from

top down." discounting the
importance of the distinguished
few.

The

greatness
atic,

very idea of individual
is considered problem-

perhaps absurd and cer-

tainly poiiricaily incorrect.

as

cal skills.

it is

ocratic" to write history

is

The art of biography already
suffering the ravages ox psy-

chobiograpners

who

reduce their

subjects' convictions to neuroses

and ascribe

to their subjects
motives severed from ideas. May
we at least be spared explanations of Lincoln's genius, or the
"essence" of any individual, in
terms of generics.
George Will

is

nmg coiumnisc.

a Pulitzer Pnze-win-

A
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Lincoln
""""•Waxn.^,^

deserves
final

peace

By ARNOLD ROSENFELD
Somewhere in the federal maze
there's a vagrant idea to

make

a

DNA

study of whatever's left of
Abraham Lincoln. There are a few
scraps still around from the
autopsy
blood spots on a shirt
cuff, some bone chips, a wispy lock

—

of hair.
That's enough for a

Nobody wants
to

*V^
A

grow Honest

Abe

test

in a

»

study.
';•

£- \\V

gp

m

'

'-^fc

w

—

—

DNA

tube
yet
but they would
if they could figure out how. A
committee, natu- y

0£

i

has been

rally,

formed.

There needs
be a reason
for doing this,

fe;,N

to

and someone

Lincoln

has predictably come up with one.
Lincoln may
or may not
have been suffering from a genetic
disease. If that turns out to be so,
researchers say, a lot of people who
suffer from disabilities will be
encouraged.

—

—

Well, maybe so, although it
seems kind of a stretcher.
People have a talent for finding fine, uplifting reasons for doing
what they wanted to do in the first
place without a reason.
At the risk of placing a stumbling
block in front of science, here's one
grouchy, neo-Luddite vote for not

doing

it.

The old horror movies used to
end with someone saying, "Man
was not meant to tamper with the
unknown." Maybe there's something to that

—

only esthetic.

if

something vulgar and
creepy about interrogating Lin-

There

is

coln's pathetic scraps.

What

for instance, inquiring
to know find
that instead of a stately presidential
disease, Old Abe ran to hemorif,

who want

geneticists

rhoids and bunions?
Is this

something

know? Or

is

we

really

must

this just the prurient

interest of science?

What I suspect they're really
looking for, a clue to Lincoln's soul,
his genius, won't be found along
some strand of DNA.
Leave him alone. Let him have
his privacy.
Arnold Rosenfeld is
of Cox Newspapers.
**TllllH
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^^^ When historians practice medicine.
i

i

^==4
USB A government
museum, which
possesses some
of Lincoln's
hair,

blood and

skull

fragments, may allow scientists to
clone Lin-

try to

coln's tissue for

analysis of his UNA. which is the determinant of heredity What will this enable historians to explain? Not much.
Scientists might determine whether Lincoln suffered from Marfan syndrome.
Many victims of that disorder are tall and
gangly But suppose he had the syndrome.
So what'.' Establishing that he had it would'

shed no

because it would
inferences about the causes of

light

not justify

on

history'

historic actions

Perhaps someday science

will

be able

identify a genetic cause of chronic depression and will establish that Lincoln was afflicted But note the adjective "chronic."

Anyway.

Ibr cloning to reveal

of historic

importance

the

something
something

would have

menial
mental imnairimpair
Some people
believe "genes define the essence of the
person ," Here we reach the heart of the
in
to nertain
pertain to a

ment of personality

pattern.

matter: What is essential''
I believe persons are what they read

That formulation is shorthand for: The essence of a person is what he or she thinks,
because history is the history of minds,
which are undetermined
Certainly physical facts about individuals can cause large historic effects. Perhaps (it would be nice to think so) Napoleon's hemorrhoids really did have some
determining effect on his conduct at Waterloo And there is evidence that a medical fact may have been the cause of a century-shaping effect.
Last spring Arthur Link of Princeton, biographer of Wood row Wilson, received a
number of documents from the son of the
man who was Wilson's personal physician
at the time of Wilson's fight with Congress
over ratification of the Versailles Treaty.
Link says the papers show Wilson suffered
cerebrovascular disease long before his
1919 collapse that occurred while cam-

mipninp for ratification of the trearv
treaty and
paigning
membership in the League of Nations
Wilson, says Link, was afflicted by hypertension and intermittent small strokes and
vascular incidents that interfered with
brain functioning, beginning perhaps as
early as 1896. His intransigence and occasional incoherence during the treaty debate (in conversation with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in August 1919
he made at least 30 errors of memory! rna>
have been symptoms of this physiological
problem, not, as many historians have concluded, signs of defects of character or deficits of political skills.
Obviously such science can inform history.

What

is

worrisome

is

that

some

histori-

ans will try to find in science still more
reasons for writing "history with the politics left out" Such history' does not treat
man as a political animal, a social creature
acting autonomously, moved by reasons

and convictions.
Many academic historians now explain
the causes of great effects by radically discounting the role of mind, of ideas, of individual greatness The human story is told

tnn
too

much

in
in

.

iprms
"structures"
terms of social "s

and classes whose consciousness are imposed by impersonal economic forces.
Such historians find more fascinating
the price fluctuations in the pepper trade
than the clash of ideas Rhetoric - words
used by a significant few to move the anonymous many - and the rest of politics are
regarded as
epiphenomena." and are
moved to the margin of humanity's story.
'

Today

it

is

considered "democratic" to

write history "from the bottom up" rather
than "the top down," discounting the importance of the distinguished few. The
idea of individual greatness is considered
problematic, perhaps absurd and certainly
politically incorrect The consciousness of
individuals or classes or nations or even
entire ages is routinely written about as
the "reflection" of more "real" causes The
art of biography already suffers from psy-

chobiographers who reduce their subjects'
convictions to neuroses and ascribe to
their subjects motives severed from ideas
May we at least be spared explanations of
Lincoln's genius, or the "essence" of anyindividual, in terms of genetics.
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New technology may probe
old mystery in Lincoln's DNA
By Beverly Merz
AMN STAFF
nearly 6'4" in stature, lean
weighing 180 pounds. I
have a dark complexion, coarse
black hair, and grey eyes. I recollect
no other marks.
This cold-eyed self-appraisal, issued in December 1859, is the closa
est existing approximation of
medical record for Abraham Lin"1

in

id
eral
it

it

Mediwould

legislative

1980, the

new CBO
56% of the
have come

v

/sician serthe relative

each, "savsector was
/sician sec-

am

flesh,

coln.

That may change soon. If an expert panel gives the go-ahead, the

Museum of Health and
Medicine in Washington, D.C., is
prepared to compile what some

National

consider the ultimate record of Linan analcoln's medical make-up
ysis of his DNA.

—

ad

Financed by a $10,000 AM A
the eight-member panel ot
eminent physicians, scientists, law-

ner group
itioned the
rketed drug
*ublic Citi-

and historians will be convened by the museum in May.

yers

tes, is inef-

Museum Director Marc Micozzi,
MD, says panelists will gather in

ig research
,sue of The
A spokes-

Washington to consider the techni-

.

cal feasibility of performing diagnostic tests for Marfan syndrome
and several other hereditary diseases using samples of Lincoln's tis-

said a large
drug to be
s

reviewing

sues in the museum's collection.
The panel also will ponder the associated ethical and legal questions.
is excited about our
"The
participation in the program because it represents the technical application of modern medicine. It

igitis
3,700 Unien the antiiths of two
ia. Univermtibiotic to
ict with the
rious

AMA

also raises great ethical, moral and
social questions," said Association

symp-

Executive Vice President James

ndations of

Todd,

sees the project as a

Dr.
prelude to the

Human Genome

tiative, the federally

ap-

expected to
d to support
dded by the

that goal has been accomplished, it
should be possible to identify aberrant genes in any individual.
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Probe would focus on disease
By

Earl Lane

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Washington
Scientists should
be allowed to clone genetic material
from bone, hair and blood samples
of Abraham Lincoln, an expert panel said yesterday in a decision that

—

set a precedent for similar studies
of the remains of other historic fig-

ures.

Dr. Victor A. McKusick, a genetiJohns Hopkins University
who headed the review, said the
panel gave a "qualified green light"
to a proposal to study Lincoln's tissues to see whether he suffered
from an inherited disorder
Marfan syndrome
that might have
eventually killed him had he not
cist at

—

—

been assassinated in 1865.

"The panel does not think that a
answer as to Lincoln's dia major historical question," McKusick told a news briefing
definitive

agnosis

is

in a Senate office filled with Lincoln

memorabilia. "Nevertheless, given
Lincoln's place in history, any new

about him is noteworthy."
Because scientists cannot yet

fact

late the

iso-

Marfan gene, the panel

said
the project is not ready to proceed.
It also said that "ethical guidelines
on
testing are continuing to

DNA

be developed and must be considered before a final decision on
whether to proceed with analysis of
Mr. Lincoln's DNA." Deoxyribonucleic acid is the molecule that carries genetic blueprint in cells.
The panel had been convened by
the National Museum of Health
and Medicine, which owns Lincoln
tissues recovered from his autopsy,
to weigh the technical and ethical
feasibility of the research, given
contemporary concerns about the
right to privacy and confidentiality
of genetic data.

The panel concluded that because
Lincoln has no direct descendants
and has been dead for 126 years,
there was "no compelling legal ar-

Scientists

Abraham

clone
Lincoln's genetic material

gument

to deny access to the samples." Specialists said the panel's

decision inevitably will stimulate
interest in genetic analysis of tissues from other historic figures;

however, the panel did not recommend a blank check for scientists to
conduct such studies.
"They may say it's not a precedent for anybody else, but of course
it is," said George Annas, a specialist on medical ethics at Boston University. Scientists already have isolated and studied DNA samples
from Egyptian mummies and from
the 7,000-year-old remains of an Indian found in a Florida bog. But the
proposed study of Lincoln
given
his place in history
has drawn
wide attention.
Cullom Davis, a prominent Lincoln scholar who was on the review
panel, said solving the Marfan
question "is not central to understanding the life or work" of Lincoln. Marfan syndrome, has no effect on the mental capacity of
victims. It is a connective tissue disorder that, can cause fata? abnormalities in the heart and riroduces a

—
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Probe of Lincoln DNA
LINCOLN from Page 2
gaunt, lean look in sufferers. It affects
about 40,000 Americans.
Of more interest, according to some
specialists, is speculation by biographers that Lincoln may have suffered
bouts of depression that affected his
public life. Scientists have been searching for genes that predispose humans
to depression, but the effort has been
unavailing so far. In any event, 'the

nine-member review panel said a-'
broader analysis of Lincoln's geneticmakeup should not be attempted without further review. "Proposals for other research use of the Lincoln DNA
would require separate scrutiny and;
judgment," McKusick said.
The

composed of scholars, .sciand museum professionals, concluded that the main reason for pui;suing the Lincoln DNA study is to'
increase understanding and awareness
of Marfan syndrome. Annas questioned

File

Photo

President Lincoln's hair at the National
Museum of Health and Medicine.

panel,

also has the blood-stained shirt cuffs of
the doctor who performed Lincoln's au-

entists

that rationale. "If that's the strongest
case they can make, I guess I would say
it should not be done," he said.
The review panel was convened by
the museum, which in addition to Lincoln's tissues, owns more than 17,000
other samples, including those from
Presidents Ulysses S. Grant, James K.
Polk and Grover Cleveland. The museum is located on the grounds of Walter
Reed Army Medical Center.
The final decision on whether to begin the experiment will be up to:the.
board of governors of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology. The National
Museum is part of the institute. If all!
the approvals were granted, the testing
could begin early in 1992, museum director Dr. Marc Micozzi said.

Museum

curators have expressed

reservations about the interest in historical remains because the
studies require destroying small quantities
of the artifacts.

DNA

The Lincoln tissues were obtained in
the autopsy performed after his assassination on April 14, 1865, by John
Wilkes Booth. They include two locks of
hair
totaling about 180 strands less
than two inches long
and seven bone
fragments from the head wound where
the president was shot. The museum

—

—

topsy.

remains to be seen: whether any
DNA remains in Lincoln's tissues, but experts were optimistic that
the samples would be useable.
It

testable

Specialists, citing Lincoln's physicial

•

appearance and other clues,. have been
speculating since the 1960S that he was
a Marfan victim. But there is no record
that he suffered from the Marfan-related heart problems. Lincoln was 56
when he was assassinated, older than
most 19th-century Marfan victims
lived to be.

_

i* :..'

The proposal to study Lincoln's DNA
came from Dr. Darwin J. Prbckop, a
specialist in connective tissue research

at Jefferson Medical College in Phila-

delphia. Prockop said yesterday that
the study could cost from' a few hundred dollars to thousands,, depending
on the technical difficulty .of isolating
and cloning
the
or duplicating
Lincoln DNA.
While researchers may be able to
clone fragments of Lincoln's DNA in
the laboratory, McKusick/ and others
have stressed that there ls-no way they
could take that DNA and clone a new
Abe Lincoln. Science fictiipn tales notwithstanding, they said', such techniques are not considered possible now
or in the forseeable futufev

—

—

Panel Backs
By

WARREN E. LEARY

Special lo
.

DNA Tests on Lincoln s Tissu*
"The

—

WASHINGTON, May 2
There are
no compelling legal or ethical reasons
to bar an attempt to clone Abraham

Dr.

ceded today.
"he committee, assembled by the
Gcvernment museum that holds samLincoln's tissue, said

it

consid-

and law, and gave the proposal a "qualified green light."
"he nine-member panel, headed by
Dr Victor A. McKusick, professor ol
me dical genetics at Johns Hopkins Unive sity, concluded that there was merit
in the proposal to see if Lincoln suffered from a potentially fatal genetic
disease called Marfan's syndrome,
which is characterized in part by a tall,
sent, ethics

Identification

Laboratory, said tb

was a "very, very good chance"
the

Lincoln

samples

tissue

DNA, although no one

coi

could know

intact it is. "DNA tests have been
formed successfully on many old s

remains," Dr. Weedn said, ai
that it very likely that scientists
get useful
from the Lincoln
tal

DNA

ga igling appearance.
In February, the National Museum
of Health and Medicine, an affiliate of
the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, asked the committee to advise it
on whether to examine the samples of
Lit coin's hair, bone chips and blood
stains in its collection to see if any DNA
remains 126 years after the Lincoln's
death. Such tests would require the destr jction of a small amount of the sam-

pies, particularly the blood

and

specimen.
Genetic tests could reveal if Li
was afflicted with the inherited co
tive-tissue disease,

suspect.

as

some

e)

The disease could have

life
prematurely even if
Wilkes Booth had not fired his
shot. Lincoln was 56 years old wh>

his

died.

ples.
Paul Hosefros/ The

Building Block of Heredity

•Very, Very Good Chance'
McKusick said several resea

groups are working on isolating
gene and defect that causes Marfa
and that a test should be available
fore the end of the year.
Dr. Victor Weedn, a panel mem
who is chief of the Armed Forces T

ered issues of privacy, probable con-

New York Times

Marfan's syndrome, which the
Marfan Foundation estimat'
ficts 40,000 Americans and one in
people worldwide, can result in a,
malities and weakness in bones
joints, eyes, the heart and blood
sels. Sufferers often grow to be tall
gangly with unusually long limbs
fingers. They are at increased risdeath from exertion that causes
aorta, the main artery from the he
tional

'

Dr. Victor A. McKusick, the head
of a panel that recommended per-

The panel's conclusion is that exploration of the technical aspects of the
Marfan study be encour- forming tests on samples of AbraX" coin
Lincoln's tissue.
aged to proceed," Dr. McKusick said at
a news conference.
is the basic
building block of heredity that makes
up 80,000 to 100,000 genes, which consaid it would be at least a year before
taii the biological essence of a person.
cloning could be tried.
any
Dr. McKusick and other panel memAfter the news conference, Jeremy
beis said there was no urgency in
critic of genetic rebeginning laboratory work on the tis- Rifkin, a frequent
sue
samples because a definitive search who heads a Washington-based
organization called the Foundation on
genetic test for Marfan's has not yet
Economic Trends, said he would opDee n developed. In addition, they said,
pose the project to clone Lincoln's
the panel wanted to consider the latest
and would ask Congress to investigate
les: methods and look for ways that
the social, ethical and commerical immi.'ht produce the highest yield of
the genetic
genetic material from the smallest plications of working with
amount of sample. Panel members materials of dead people.
'

sti

relations stunt to draw attention
research funds for a particular
ease," Mr. Rifkin said.

Lincoln's genes from tissue samples
ob ained at the time of the President's
assassination, a panel of experts con-

ple s of

scientists involved in this

are using the corpse of a revered Pr>
dent of the United States for a pui

The New York Times

DNA

ham

DNA

DNA

DNA

to burst.

Cheryl Williams, president of

Marfan foundation and a member
the Lincoln panel, said that if Lincoln
shown to have had the disease, it woi
be inspirational to Marfan patients a>
show everyone that a person with

genetic

disease

can

achieve

gre

things. "It will foster research and i,
crease public awareness of Marfan
syndrome," she said.
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Panel urges
caution in
Lincoln tests
Associated Press

WASHINGTON —

Scientists

should proceed cautiously with
plans to test bone fragments, hair
and blood stains from Abraham
Lincoln to determine whether he
had Marfan syndrome, an advisory
panel

recommended Thursday.
Because

sci-

entists are not
technically able

do such testpanel
did not give a
final go-ahead,
and added that
to

ing, the

"ethical guidelines on DNA
testing are continuing to be
Lincoln

developed and

must be considered before a final
decision on whether to proceed
with analysis of Mr. Lincoln's

DNA."
The panel was convened by

the

National Museum of Health and
Medicine, which holds 10 bone
fragments from Lincoln's skull
recovered when doctors performed
an autopsy after the 16th president
was assassinated. Also in the
museum's possession are samples
of Lincoln's hair and blood.
Using these 126-year-old specimens, new techniques may make it
possible to clone Lincoln's DNA and

determine whether he had Marfan
syndrome, which may have given

him his tall, gaunt appearance.
These techniques could be ready
next year.
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plan

controversial
test

fragments

of

A
to

DNA

cloned from fragments
of Abraham
hair, blood

Lincoln's

and skull

Other

how-

ethicists,

questioned the
conclusions
of
the
panel, saying adequate
cause had not been
found for the extraordiever,

mittee.

nary step of exhuming
the genetic records of
an individual without
his consent.

The
experiment
would attempt to settle

whole

has been given the goahead by a specially
appointed ethics com-

long-standing hiscontroversy over
whether Lincoln suffered from Marfan's
the

torial

syndrome,

a

some-

times-fatal disorder of
the connective tissue
that can produce abnormalities
of
the
heart,
skeleton
and
eyes.
In
announcing the
decision,
the
ninemember special panel
convened by the Na'

—

tional

Health

Museum

of

and Medicine,

where a portion of Linclon's remains is stored

—

stated it did not
think such tests would
violate Lincoln's privacy or breach any
ethical norms, particularly since he has been

dead for 126 years and
has no living descendants.

Lincoln

spent
his
trying to
the nation to
life

teach
transcend

biology,"
said Arthur Caplan, a
bioethicist at the University of Minnesota.

"Now
being

own

he winds
reduced to

up
his

biology.

"He spent

his

whole

trying to tell us that
race was something not
to be limited by; now he
winds up under the microscope with people
trying to reduce his
thoughts and deeds to
life

.
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The Lincoln

intrusion: a ghoulish enterprise

Speaking of presidents,

last

week an

advisory panel appointed by the National Museum of Health and Medicine
approved a plan for a genetic probe of
the remains of Abraham Lincoln. The
alleged goal of the bizarre scheme? To
determine,
through
testing,
whether the 16th president suffered

DNA

from Marfan's syndrome, a genetic

dis-

ease of the connective tissue.
During the 1960s, some doctors speculated that the tall and gangly Lincoln

had been a Marfan's sufferer. The question become a sort of minor controversy
among Lincoln scholars, tempting the
Museum of Health and Medicine, where
a portion of Lincoln's remains are
stored, to allow geneticists to investigate.

But those who proposed to do so
needed to justify the decidedly offensive
plan, which violates Judeo-Christian
strictures concerning the sanctity of the
dead. After all, this would not be an autopsy connected to a current criminal or
public-health matter.
The scheme was rationalized in accordance with the pop psychology of the
politically correct: If it turned out that
Lincoln had, in fact, suffered from Mar-

£an;§^y^omje, |h^^dvi^orj. panel as!

serted, the discovery would
."enhance
the self-esteem of persons whcrlare
carriers of the
"y
. syndrome
. ,
Let's hope those who advanced this argument don't actually believe -it. Let's
.

•

.

hope they merely wanted \d satisfy
— and sought
an excuse that might.be deemed sotheir historical curiosity
cially acceptable.

But

;

I

•

'

V

'

•

self-esteem entiaricement is, in
fact, the point of this questionable
exerif

cise, it suggests that^the
riistory-astherapy approach to educatioa foas gotten a bit out of hand.
| L .''i:

In

any

event, the

life' and- work of
Lincoln should inspire every
American. All of us would do well to
ponder the manner in which 'the 16th
president
born in poverty -*- educated
himself by reading from the classics.
It isn't necessary to know
more about
Lincoln's DNA, or to have thexxwnsel of
a bio-ethicist, to realize that. Lincoln
spent his political life trying ,to teach
Americans to transcend biology. The effort to drag his remains out of
a museum and put them under a microscope
seems designed to reduce the magnificence of Lincoln's public works to the

Abraham

—

DNA strips.
|
>
Leave Abe ^ncojnXrejpi^^Qj^

stuff of

•

•

-
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Amendment to H.R, 2100, As Reported
Offered by

At the end of title X of the bill, insert the following

new section:

1
2

SEC, 1033, PROHIBITION ON THE USE OP REMAINS OP ABRAHAM
LINCOLN,

The Secretary of Defense may not permit any of the
4

physical remains (including hair, blood, and skull samples)

5

of former President Abraham Lincoln in the possession of the

6

National Museum of Health and Medicine of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology on the date of the enactment of this

8

Act to be used for purposes of gene or other research.
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RUSSELL BAKER

Grave Confounded
Bing Crosby died his son
his dad
had been a truly terrible father. This
After

Gary published a book saying
prompted Bob Hope

to observe, "It's

anymore."
Zachary Taylor, former President
of the United States, dead since 1850,
might have said, "Bob never spoke a
truer line," had he been capable of
not even safe to die

when the
mausoleum door
the other day. He- was about to be
hauled out for further study. Someone

issuing

press

a

knock came

release

at his

a book suspected he may
have been poisoned, so an obliging

writing

Is

nobody safe

from science?
to subject him
modern science

coroner had agreed

to

indignities

is

the

uniquely qualified to inflict.
This follows by only a few months a
decision to
at cloning

let scientists

have a crack

some Abraham Lincoln
can learn whether the

cells so they

Great Emancipator suffered from a
disease nobody even knew about in
Lincoln's time: something that has to
do with making people tall, gangling
and loose-limbed.
It's tempting to justify this by telling the scientists, "Find out what
disease Lincoln had and send some to
all our Presidents." Alas, however,
mad-doctorish
knowing science's
passion to make the 150-year-old human a commonplace, we can be sure
that the knowledge would not be used
to improve Presidents but to wipe out
a potentially invaluable disease.
Is nobody safe from a prying science driven by righteous curiosity?
One of the few consolations of the
grave used to be that you could take
your secrets there with the certainty
that they would be safe from busybodies. Its power to make secrecy
eternal helped people keep life in perspective.

One stood beside
clergy

uttered

the

the grave while

closing

words,

and one of the thoughts that ran
through your mind was: "Now I'll
."
never know
.

.

After awhile it seemed not so important that you could never know,
and as time did its work you realized
that one of life's conditions was that
you would never be allowed to know

much

as you wanted to know. Life
surrounded us with mysteries, which

as

could be maddening unless you relaxed and enjoyed the way they enriched life's texture.
Solve a mystery, it becomes a bore
As Edmund Wilson asked of Agatha
Christie's

Who

"Who Cares
Roger Ackroyd?" Some

whodunnit:

Killed

mysteries enchant us so intensely
we reject any evidence that
would deprive us of the pleasure of
their company. A hundred years from
now Americans will still be arguing
whether Lee Harvey Oswald did it all
that

by himself, or at all.
The impulse to take the fun out of
life by solving all the mysteries is as
old as Adam. What's new is the scientific skill we can now apply to the job.
As it increases, the wretched dead
will have more and more reason to lie
uneasy in their graves awaiting the
dreadful knock which signals that the
.lab boys have arrived.
"Aha, my good man, we have come
for your secrets. No use making a
fuss about it. And don't think you can
hold anything back. Nowadays we
have ways of making you talk."
Disturbing dead Presidents to sat-

modern

isfy

curiosity

is

barbaric

enough now when inquisitive science
can examine them only for problems
like arsenic and loose-limb disease.
Imagine the complications when science perfects methods to solve more
complex mysteries.
In recent years, for instance, some
people have insisted that Lincoln, despite the superficial evidence (the
Civil War, the Emancipation Procla-

mation, etc.) was, in fact, actually a
racist.

At present scientists cloning Linmay be able to find diseases he didn't know he had. They
will assure you, however, that they
will never be able to clone a complete
Lincoln which can be strapped to a lie

coln's cells

detector and examined for inner feelings of bigotry.
They always laugh and call such
suggestions "Buck Rogers stuff."
Then they do it all: space stations,
spliced genes in pig blood, the full

Buck Rogers/Doctor Huer bonanza.
Poor old Abe. I can see him already
cloned, strapped to the machine, Pentagon security experts watching the

needles jump.

"Have you been

cloned, Mr. Lin-

coln?"
"I

have indeed, gentlemen."

"All right, Lincoln. Give it to us
straight from the shoulder: You're a

you?"
immortal words

racist, aren't

In the
ler,

"Mercy!"

of

Fats Wal-
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By JOE

BERGER

M

Stajf writer

Excited secretary Ella Landry volunteered to take
part in a top-secret scientific project,

—

and

<&;

in a flash the

with Abraham Lincoln's baby!
lady was pregnant
Eager Ella. 26, was impregnated with sperm cloned from Abe's
and on Jan. 6,
blood and bones

•-W-

—

1992. she'll give birth to the most
amazing baby the world has ever
known.

"The scientists took a t:ny sample of
President Lincoln's blood and actually
created a sperm cell with the same genetic
pattern as Lincoln's," said the blonde
mom-to-be. "So we're hoping this child will
be an exact copy of him.
"They say if this experiment works,
we'll be able to produce duplicates of all
our great people right and left. We want
another Albert Einstein, we create another Albert Einstein. We want another
Elvis Presley, we create another Elvis

9

and

•

9

~*Stf

I'll

give birth on
Ian. 6, 1992!

m

-<*?•'-

->

£^£fci

Presley.
if

"I'm so psyched up I can't wait to see
son turns out to be the actual second

SHEXL

coming of Abe Lincoln."
The unmarried woman from

ORY:

Balti-

It

was bound
says

to

happen
pert

geneii
WEEKLY WORLD NEWS

V* *M

Ello

—

more. Md.. got involved in the clandestine
experiment after answering a newspaper
ad for adventurous volunteers.
"They wanted single women between
21 and 28, and at least two dozen of us
showed up at their office," Ella told a reporter. "They gave us all real thorough
physicals and three days of mental and
psychological tests.
"And when they were done, they
chose me. They said I have an I.Q. of 168
and boy, was I stunned. I'd always thought
I was kind of a dummy."
But the unsuspecting secretary really
got a shock when she learned what the renowned researchers had in store for her.
"When they told me they wanted me
to have a baby, I almost flipped," she re-

sgfis*r.

MAKE

HISTLonory took
part in a to o ioci « t •«•
and now th«
porimont
prognont with Abroit

my

ham

Lincoln's baby.

\$&iMr*

^&r^
*>»;.

then they sat me down and
what it
the whole thing to me
could mean to the future of mankind
and I decided I'd be honored to get preg-

And

;

^
, ,„
call
'"
explained
° "'f°-

—

—

vs«-*

T*r:

nant in the name of science."
But Ella has refused to identify any of
the two dozen doctors and geneticists involved ;n the hush-hush project, or to reveal the location of their secret laboratory.
"These are very fine scientists and
they've stressed from the start that this has
a
to be an underground experiment because
sort
lot of people just don't approve of this
of thing," she explained.

rag§

f<

"I know they're going to be upset because I'm talking to the press and I signed
a contract to keep everything confidential.
But I just couldn't keep quiet anymore.
And there's really nothing they can do
because I'm the mother of
about it now

iSSftm [Abraham

~ /'

—

Lincoln's baby.
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Panel backs

DNA testing
and standards
WASHINGTON (AP) — Both the
FBI and civil libertarians found
things they liked in a federal scienreport that endorsed use of
tific

genetic fingerprinting in court cases

while urging closer scrutiny of
laboratory procedures.

National Research Council
study released yesterday endorsed
the validity of genetic typing to
identify criminals and exonerate

A

the innocent. But it said national
testing standards were needed.
Victor A. McKusick, chairman
of a council panel of experts, said
the committee found no reason to
current
call for a halt in use of the
genetic identification system, called
fingerprinting.

DNA

President's

genes could
be studied
WASHINGTON

The
artifacts

were
recovered

during
Lincoln's
autopsy in

University gene expert, also told a

1865 and
are displayed at

a

news conference the panel found
no cause for courts to re-examine
past criminal cases influenced by

DNA fingerprinting evidence.
Law enforcement leaders,
defense attorneys and civil libertarians rushed to interpret the report
for
as buttressing their arguments

Peter Neufeld, a critic of DNA
testing, said "hundreds of convictions could be reopened" as a result
of recommended changes in the
way DNA evidence is analyzed and

Lincoln:

Museum

have a disorder?

of Health

and Medicine

the Armed
Pathology.

Forces Institute of

A committee

However, FBI Director William
Sessions said the report "corifirms
our strong belief that the FBI's

DNA

was to

testing

approach

is scientifi-

issue a

tion today

at

of experts

recommenda-

on whether science

has advanced sufficiently to
extract Lincoln's gene pattern from the items.

if

tested.

Did he

National

or against the practice.

New York defense attorney

—

housed in a Washington
museum may answer a question about the genetic
makeup of Abraham Lincoln.

Johns Hopkins

McKusick,

(AP)

Bits of bone, hair and blood

The study could determine
Lincoln suffered from Mar-

fan syndrome. Historians
have suggested Lincoln had
the disorder because of his
elongated hands and limbs.

cally sound."

fingerprinting matches an
individual with biological evidence
gathered at a crime scene. It is
based on the fact that the genetic
pattern, as carried in the molecule

DNA

DNA,
of deoxyribonucleic acid, or
except
person,
each
for
is unique
for identical twins.

report recommended that
test procedures be regulated

The

DNA

by the federal government, which

would accredit crime laboratories

and

of
certify the qualifications

employees.
It also urged

judges to carefolprocedures
fully scrutinize the
each
testing
for
labs
crime
lowed by
sample of blood, semen, hair or
and
skin found at a crime scene

matching

it

trial

with the genetic

material of a suspect.

Committee Urges Delay in Cloning Lincoln 's Genes
By

WARREN E. LEARY

Special 10

Scientists

The New York Times

WASHINGTON,

April 15

—

An

at-

test a President's

genes of Abraham
Lincoln to see if he had Marfan's syndrome should be delayed until DNA
test techniques improve and more is
known about the genetic cause of the

tempt

0\

at

2
CO
on

&

CO

to clone the

disease, a panel of experts said today.
The experts, convened by the National Museum of Health and Medicine,
which has tissue samples obtained at
the time of Lincoln's assassination,
said more should be learned about the
gene that causes Marfan's before researchers try to find evidence of it in
those samples.
The committee, led by Dr. Victor A.
McKusick, professor of medical genetics at Johns Hopkins University, also
concluded that techniques used in recovering and cloning enough
from historic material for analysis
would probably improve over the next
few years. Delaying the effort until
genetic techniques improve should result in using less of the preserved material in the destructive tests, jt said.

DNA

Bone, Hair and a Cuff
as

o

Army

doctors who conducted an autopsy after Lincoln was shot tp death
by John Wilkes Booth in 1865 saved
pieces of bone, locks of hair and a
bloodstained cuff. The specimens are
housed in the museum, part of the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,
and some are on display.
Last year the museum decided to
investigate a suggestion that the tissue
might be examined for evidence of
Marfan's, an inherited disease that results in abnormalities and weakness in
bones and joints, eyes, the heart and
blood vessels. Sufferers typically grow
to be tall and gangly.
Some historians have suggested that
Lincoln had Marfan's because he had
some of these characteristics.
Last May, a panel of experts convened by the museum concluded there
were no legal or ethical reasons to bar
an attempt to use Lincoln's tissue to

rect conclusion, Dr. Micozzi said. "The
longer we wait, the greater likelihood
that we will get a definitive answer,"
he said, "so we won't lose anything by a
delay."

want to

remains for a
genetic disease.
clone and reproduce any remaining
cellular DNA. DNA is the basic material of heredity.

Gene Discovered Last Year
Marc S. Micozzi, director of
Washington museum, said experts
Dr.

the
felt

might be two or three years before
all the mutations of the Marfan gene
are fully identified. The gene itself was
discovered only last year. He indicated
that the museum would follow the recit

ommendation

of the panel.

Because researchers do not know

all

the genetic variations that could lead to
Marfan's, it is possible that tests could
miss one that might exist in Lincoln's
gene reservoir and produce an incor-

In the meantime, the panel suggested another type of study that could
result in cloning and reproducing another kind of DNA from Lincoln. A few
strands of Lincoln's hair could be used
to find, characterize and reproduce his
mitochondrial DNA. This type of DNA,
located outside the nucleus of cells,
contains only a small part of the genetic information found in nuclear DNA.

The panel said that mitochondrial

DNA

could be used to authenticate
other biological specimens purported
to be from Lincoln. At least six other
collections of materials associated
with Lincoln claim to have blood stains
and other biological materials, Dr. Micozzi said. If more Lincoln specimens
can be found, it would increase the pool
of material that could be used for further genetic studies and decrease the
impact of the destruction of some samples during testing, he said.
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watch for Abe's DNJ

comeback
c

our score and seven years ago, Americans
never wouH have imagined they'd be able
to bu> Pi evident KJocoln's DNA
and

wear
1

!

j

..-

it

Corns; August, they'll be fit;L> to
just chat .! SfarGene fnr in San

has its way The comrephcate Honest Abe's
genetic code and encase
in a collecttbie poi ket watch It's the brain
child <>( lit Kary Mullis. the eccen
trie 1992 Nubel Prize-winner who
vas oner listed as a DNA expert in
Rdfae! Calif
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Simpson trial
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taken
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death
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sealed bo\ rill this time
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Zimmerman said
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mcoln sample
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this

be completed

•

well,
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print of the soul,

We

arc interested

'

morning

"

someone

as

Mullis said. "People
DNA and boil it even'

^4r

ma

who

"•

Hold op, t«kJL

said.

Mull is who surfs daily
and ha* admitted expenmenting with LSD, was
asked if tin might not lead,
with improved technology, to
FtBsident Lincoln's being

<4oi0Fi^ scientists
bote* of the watch

'Why not?

could take the

DNA 01

'

Mar) Pickfordear

Zimmerman

least tiie partial
evil as Hitler 7

live celebrities? 'We
wouldn't produce «t without the
celebrity's permission," Zimmerman
said
We certainly .would if w,e n*d
the rights to do it^ySr:^:
;v '-;.',;''.._
Like who'
'Legendary figures* *&rfrnerman
said "Like Frank Sinatra, El i2a.be ih
Taylor an.-l Leonard Niawy.."
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StarGene, Inc.

-

Background

^

u

1
"

DNA

StarGene, Inc. has created a unique line of consumer bio-collectibles containing the
or "genetic essence" of the stars. The production of
relies on the Polymerase Chain

DNA

Reaction (PCR), a patented process that was invented by one of StarGene's founders, Dr.
Kary Mullis. Dr. Mullis was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993 for his
invention of PCR which amplifies and replicates DNA. Under this process a strand of hair
or a flake of skin can be a source for
which then can be reproduced into thousands of
identical copies in a matter of minutes. ...a revolutionary breakthrough in science and

DNA

medicine.

While the patented PCR technology is owned by Hoffman LaRoche, StarGene, Inc. holds
an exclusive, worldwide license to market DNA collectibles using PCR. The business
strategy of the company is to acquire licensing rights to the DNA of current and deceased
celebrities from the fields of entertainment, music and sports and create a line of exclusive
products displaying the "genetic essence" of the celebrity. The company has developed a
proprietary

GeneStonc™,

a gem-like resin, that will encapsulate and visually preserve the

DNA of the celebrity.

StarGene will license its GeneStone™ technology to existing
marketers of collectibles as well as develop and distribute an exclusive line of jewelry,
framed memoirs and photos.

To

finance the professional design, manufacturing and marketing development of
StarGene's exclusive product line, the company currently is raising its second round of
investment. As soon as the US model proves itself viable, the company plans to expand its
business to Canada, Europe and other developed markets, as allowed under the Hoffman

LaRoche's worldwide license

to

market

DNA collectibles.

StarGene plans to devote a substantial part of the funds raised to the development of an inhouse management organization to assure that new product development and international
expansion are professionally planned and executed. StarGene anticipates that during the
initial stages of its marketing development, it will enter into strategic corporate alliances as
well as license agreements with entertainment, sports and collectibles marketing companies.
This will leverage its product distribution through pre-existing marketing channels.
StarGene will use these companies' promotional capabilities to develop a better
understanding of these marketing channels.
Introducing the fust new product concept into the collectibles market since the development
of the trading card, StarGene is being recognized as an innovator of new products and new
markets. StarGene's bio-tech approach to this market is revolutionary and it is expected
that the combination of a) an exclusive worldwide license from Hoffman LaRoche, b)
patent protection for the company's product line and c) the worldwide reputation of Dr.
Mullis as the Nobel Laureate who invented the PCR process, will create significant barriers
to entry for others who might want to enter the bio-col lecubles market. This will allow
StarGene to become the marketplace leader in this niche and capture a dominant share of the
worldwide market within this industry.

Srartonc Incorporated

40 Mark Drive

San Rafael

California

94903

Tel 4 15-491. 4870

Fax 41 5.479.1606

E.iuil-

twrgcnc^rl.com

Abe Lincoln
ByJohnWilkens

When
Kary

we heard from
Mullis, La Jolla's

last

reate,

acid-dropping Nobel lauhe was set to share his

DNA

expertise with the jury that
eventually freed O.J. Simpson.
He was never called to the
stand, but now Mullis and

DNA

are back

scheme

in

the

news with a

to replicate

Abraham

Lincoln's genetic code and sell
it encased in pocket watches.
Seems that StarGene Inc., a
San Rafael company, has gotten
access to locks of the president's
hair, clipped by a physician after
Lincoln was assassinated in
1865. The locks have "been in a
beautiful sealed

a StarGene

box

all

this time,"

spokeswoman

says.

Using DNA wizardry developed by Mullis, the company has
pulled genetic material from
Lincoln's hair. It will then replicate the chromosomes and other
stuff and encase them in a gemstone that will be part of a limited-edition pocket watch.

A timepiece and piece of Abe,
for $195! StarGene says they
could be on the market by Auall

gust.

So, could Lincoln actually be
by
a la Jurassic Park
cloned
someone who buys one of the

—

—

watches?

"Maybe sometime

in the fu-

ture," Mullis said. "But the cost
would be prohibitive. And really,

what you'd get is the little baby
Lincoln, and you'd have to raise
him in a log cabin all over again."

"
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DNA

Lincoln's

cloaked in debate
Wife's garment
may hold bloody
clues to health
The Associated Press

CHICAGO

—

For years, the

blood-spattered velvet cloak that
is believed to
have worn the night President Lincoln was shot has hung mostly untouched.
But with recent developments

Mary Todd Lincoln

in

DNA

testing, experts say the

garment could reveal some

of the

mysteries surrounding the health
of the nation's 16th president.

History buffs at the Chicago
Historical Society acknowledge,
however, that testing could destroy a valuable relic of history

these

all

wonderful

mysteries

solved?'

A

group of scientists, conservaand historians met to debate
those issues and recommended
that the society hold off on testing.
The society says it probably will
abide by the recommendation.
tors

Testing could settle a longrunning debate on whether Lincoln had Marfan syndrome, a genetic disease that makes people
susceptible to blood clots.
The syndrome could account
for Lincoln's gangly appearance.
It also could have proved fatal if
assassin John Wilkes Booth's bullets at Ford's Theatre had not.
Testing on the cloak and about
a dozen other items, including the
sheet thought to have come from
Lincoln's deathbed, could help authenticate

much

Buenger says, proving the blood was
Lincoln's would be difficult because no samples have been taken from his remains and he has no

losing a historical specimen," says

descendants.
Robert Gaensslen, director of
forensic science at the University
of Illinois at Chicago, says the cons
of testing still outweigh the pros.

Nancy Buenger,

textile

conserva-

tor at the society.

"We
want

to

also

have

to ask:

know? Do we

'Do

really

we

want

trail:

IJncoln's blood.

He

DNA

and prove false some of the stories and myths about Lincoln.
"The question at hand is what
value would DNA testing have
and would it be worth the risks of

living

Blood

Abraham

In

back

is

Mary Todd

may

contain

Lincoln's cloak.

of the society's

collection.

Even with

By Charles Bennett. AP

Conservator Nancy Buenger holds a swatch that

testing,

says current methods to exinclude cutting specimens or removing blood from
them. "We have to be cautious before we cut."
Not everyone agrees.
Victor McKusick, a medical geneticist at Baltimore's Johns Hopkins University who has pushed
testing of Lincoln artifor
facts, says scientific developments
tract

DNA

DNA

have come so far that testing
would cause minimal damage.
"The interest in finding out is
tremendous," says Darwin Prockop, a gene therapy researcher at
Philadelphia's

MCP Hahnemann

he
answer an important

University. Testing the cloak,
says, "could

historical question that could

go

helping those struggling
with the disease today."
far

in

around the world own the
ical figures.

Some,

DNA of histor-

purchased Beethoven's hair
take

it

who

like the urologist

upon themselves

in

an auction,

to test their

sam-

ples for evidence of disease.

"This can be problematic," says Lori

Andrews,

.**•-

N&j

*> >..

a

renowned

bioethicist at

Chicago-Kent College of Law, who is
working on the project. "For example, if
you find a gene for a serious disease in a
historical figure, the existing relatives

might become uninsurable." Speculation
that Lincoln suffered from Marfan syn-

drome
£SSfe«5

—

a hereditary disorder manifested

by excessive bone elongation

—could

raise

the temptation to test the artifacts for evi-

dence of the syndrome. "That
ethical question,"

Andrews

is

says,

an open

"and the

kind of issue that the Hstorical Society

is

taking very seriously."

Though

History

the project

is

just beginning,

a glimpse into the Historical Society's

moral disposition might be gleaned by

In Old Blood

listening to Buenger.

By DNA-testing a cloak thought to be stained by Abraham Lincoln's blood,
the Chicago Historical Society stirs debate about the rights of the dead
INSIDE THE CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY, not far

newspaper clippings and

from the thousands of

brown

brittle

photos that play mistress to visiting researchers,

file

is

a

wom-

an 's cloak that, but for a bloodstain on the front, seems exceedingly unremarkable.

The

cloak

Mary Todd Lincoln, and
head of her husband, Abraham Lincoln.

believed to have once belonged to

is

probably came from the

—along with

The

When

asked

why

the society does not, say, dig up Lincoln

the stain

to obtain conclusive samples against
which to test artifacts, she hesitates a moment, sighs, and thinks not of science but
of a guy who met a violent fate one night
at the theatre.

"We

have no interest in

digging Lincoln up," she says. "The poor

comb, dandruff, bloodstained bedsheets, and other artiform the basis for the Historical Society's new project, "Wet with Blood
The Investigation of Mary Todd
Lincoln's Cloak." On its surface, the project's purpose seems simple: test the cloak to
determine if the blood is Lincoln's. But along the way, "Wet with Blood" will tackle
thorny ethical questions about the way scientists, historians, and even the general pubcloak

a

thought to be from the 1865 Lincoln assassination

facts

—

he treat the

—

DNA of historical figures.

The Historical

Society was largely just a library before

it

bought an astonishing ar-

ray of artifacts and oddities in 1920, as part of the Charles Gunther collection.
ther, a

wealthy Chicago confectioner and

politician,

cluding an extensive- assortment of Lincolniana

War Museum on Wabash Avenue.

Prison Civil

the genuine beside the bogus. In addition to
visitors

were

free to stare in

wonder

—

—

Mary Todd

Lincoln's cloak, for example,

of the serpent from the Garden of

Eden." While historians believe the cloak and other society
recent advances in

Such

testing,

if so,

from

his

artifacts to

however, breeds a matrix of ethical

DNA sample?

issues:

Should Lincoln's

Should Lincoln be

Should

his

disin-

DNA be tested for disease,

should Lincoln's relatives be apprised of the results?

DNA?

be authentic,

DNA stain and particle testing will allow them to be certain.

terred to provide a base

and

in-

Libby
T. Barnum, Gunther showed

for display in his popular

Like P.

at the "skin

Gun-

acquired numerous items

Can Lincoln be cloned

descendants have a say in this testing? Are the dead in gen-

but

it's

DNA tests done on Thomas Jefferson or George Washington,

usually without concern for ethical implications or even

facts," says

Nancy Buenger,

"Hopefully, our

damaging the

arti-

the society's conservator and overseer of the project.

work will change

that."

Indeed, thousands of universities, private companies, and even individual collectors
24

CHICAGO

MARCH 2001

(top

left);

man

examining the bloodstained cloak

has had a hard enough

we ought

life

already. I

him rest."
The project, which will involve a
number of scientists, historians, and ethithink

cists, is

to let

expected to cost $1 million and

could extend over a few years. There
talk of a

TV

documentary (included

is

in

the price tag) to chronicle the process.

The

eral entitled to privacy?

"You hear about

A Currier & Ives lithograph of the assassination

Historical Society has a

Web

site

(www.chicagohistory.org/wetwithblood)
that chronicles the Lincoln assassination

and

its

associated artifacts,

his singular

DNA testing.

museum, and

Gunther and
the state of

-ROBERT KURSON
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Sharon Gekoski-Kimmel/Grand Army of the Republic

A strip

of pillowcase stained with the blood

and

Civil

War Museum

brain matter of

Abraham Lincoln, from his deathbed, 1865. The note next to the
strip was written by Hermann Faber, who worked for the surgeon
general during the

Civil

War.

PHILADELPHIA — One hundred and

forty-four years ago tomorrow,

Lincoln was watching a play

Theatre in Washington, D.C.,

at Ford's

Abraham
when John

Wilkes Booth slipped into the president's box and shot him.

now his blood and brain matter — on part of a
museum — are being sought for DNA testing that may

Lincoln died the next morning, and
pillowcase

at a

Philadelphia

definitively solve a medical mystery.

Was

the 16th president dying of cancer at the time of the assassination?

John Sotos, cardiologist, author and consultant for the television series "House,"
wants to test the artifact to confirm what eyewitness accounts and 130 period
images already tell him: Lincoln had a rare genetic cancer syndrome called multiple
endocrine neoplasia type 2B, or MEN2B.

But Dr. Sotos' request has

stirred

an ethical and scientific debate on the board of

http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09103/962452-84.stm
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holds key to health of Lincoln

directors

of the Grand

War

beaten-path Civil

Should the

museum

the results are

Or should

Army

of the Republic

grant permission for the testing and enjoy the spotlight

damaging the

will

come

at a

in

museum board meeting,

a time of heightened interest in Lincoln. This year

"This

is

when

announced?

wishes of Robert Todd Lincoln to leave his father

The answers

Library, an off-the-

Frankford section.

institution in Philadelphia's

reject Dr. Sotos' request, avoid

it

Museum and

the Shroud of Turin of Civil

War history,"

is

artifact

and honor the

peace?
likely to be held

May

5,

during

the bicentennial of his birth.

said

Andy Waskie,

a board

member, Philadelphia historian and assistant professor of language and history
Temple University. "We are guardians in trusteeship of this extraordinarily
important

"On

artifact.

the basis of pure science, the testing

an option

at

...

but

we want more

The board turned

to biologist

The question

in the

we

it,"

should do

cyberDERM,

is

of interest.

We have not eliminated

it

as

information."

and Civil

War buff Gary Grove

for advice.

DNA debate "is not whether we can do the testing but whether

said Dr. Grove, vice president of research

a Delaware

County firm

and development

at

that tests skin-care products.

"The Physical Lincoln," Dr. Sotos, of Palo Alto, Calif, notes that "he
is history's tallest president, at 6 feet, 33/4 inches. He was strong, and a good
wrestler. He grew a beard to disguise his ugliness."
In his book,

The book shows how a diagnostician analyzes feet, hands, lips, neck, heart and
other parts of the body to conclude that Lincoln had MEN2B.
Lincoln "suffered from a very rare genetic disorder that affected him, literally, from
toe to skull," Dr. Sotos wrote. "The physical Lincoln was just as rare as the mental
Lincoln."
Dr. Sotos, a rare-disease hobbyist, said he

was unavailable

for interviews

opposed to publicity about the testing. "The museum has not agreed
and no testing is scheduled," he wrote in an e-mail, adding later that
is a proven method of answering historical questions."

http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09103/962452-84.stm

and was

to anything,

"DNA

testing
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Dr. Sotos and other researchers have long examined images and
the president's

traits,

life

masks showing

including his arm-span-to-height ratio, thin build, abnormally

shaped chest, skin color, hair texture and gray eyes. They also have studied
accounts of Lincoln's unsteady gait and other body movements.
In the 1960s, Dr.

Grove

said,

some speculated

had Marfan
People with Marfan are

that the president

syndrome, a genetic disorder of the connective tissue.
usually tall, with long limbs and long, thin fingers.

"This 'diagnosis' was, in part, based on a 7-year-old Marfan patient that

was an

eighth-generation descendant of Mordecai Lincoln, the great-great-grandfather of
the president," Dr.

Grove added.

In the 1990s, attention turned to

DNA testing as a way of confirming Marfan

syndrome. But the National Museum of Health and Medicine in Washington turned
down a request for testing on its own bloodstained artifacts, saying DNA science
was not sufficiently advanced, Dr. Grove said.
Other researchers studied 1 1 generations descended from the grandparents of
Lincoln and found that a third of the descendants had some form of a genetic defect
called spinocerebellar ataxia, Dr.

The

Grove

makeup has

said.

been of interest to the Enloe family, which
believes Lincoln was the illegitimate son of Abraham Enloe, of North Carolina —
and not of Thomas Lincoln. The family has not been asked to provide DNA.
president's genetic

"Genetic analysis of Lincoln's

also

DNA is the best and maybe the only way to provide

indisputable proof to settle these arguments," said Dr. Grove,

divided

museum

board. "Three or four threads

who

would probably be

will advise the
sufficient."

The bloodstained pillowcase fragment is framed under glass and on display at the
Grand Army of the Republic Museum and Library. It was donated by a man on the
staff of the U.S. surgeon general who treated the president after he was shot.
Eric Schminke, president of the board of directors, said he
testing,

adding that "we have to look

at the

was not

in favor

of the

moral and ethical issues."

Lincoln, he said, "is no longer alive and can't defend himself.

http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09103/962452-84.stm
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if

we
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key

to health

did not test

last
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of Lincoln

it."

known wishes of the Lincoln

family

—

to leave the president alone

— came

1876 after a group of Chicago counterfeiters tried to steal his remains from his
memorial in Springfield, 111., and seek a ransom for $200,000 along with the release
of an imprisoned cohort. They were unsuccessful; Lincoln's coffin was later
encased in steel and concrete to prevent further theft attempts.
in

That

left artifacts

from the assassination as the only source of DNA.

Mr. Schminke said he would vote on the issue only

members
First

board

split, 4-4.
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